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Introduction 
Who is this guide for?  
This guide is for Training Managers who are responsible for the training provision within their area. This includes; 
County / Area Training Managers and Assistant Regional Commissioner (Adult Training) in Scotland.  
 

What are the Training updates?   
In September 2020 a number of changes have been released for implementation which affect the Scouts Adult 
Training Scheme.  
 
These changes are designed to ensure that our volunteers understand that keeping young people and adults safe in 
Scouting is everyone's responsibility. We have undertaken a review of our Safety and Safeguarding training and as a 
result have made the following changes:  
 

 Updated the content and format of the Safety and Safeguarding training 
 
 Updated renewal time period for Safety and Safeguarding training to be every three years. 

 
 Updated members (where applicable) Safety, Safeguarding and First Aid mandatory ongoing learning renewal 

dates (in Compass) to ensure compliance with the transition date of 30 September 2021. 
 
 Require Safety and Safeguarding training to be completed as part of Getting Started training for a greater 

number of roles. These will need completing within the first 5 months of the role start date (as recorded on 
Compass). 

 
 Implemented a new version of the Essential Information (01) training which includes the Changes in Scouting 

(06) module content and has a built-in assessment and the generation of a certificate that can be used for 
validation. 

 
 Discontinued the Changes in Scouting (06) training from the Wood badge training requirements (as content is 

included in Essential Information). 
 
 Implemented new Trustee training titled Trustee Introduction, which has a built in assessment and the 

generation of a certificate that can be used for validation. 
 
 Discontinued Essential Information for Executive Committee members (01EX). 

 
 Discontinued Executive Committees and Being a Trustee Independent learning from the Manager and 

Supporter training. 
 
 Discontinued the Safeguarding for Managers and Supporters Independent learning from the Manager and 

Supporter training. 
 
 Implemented changes to training requirements for a number of roles, extending the requirement to complete 

Essential Information, Safety and Safeguarding training (and Trustee Introduction where applicable). 
 
 The Safeguarding Commissioner Briefing will be recorded on Compass. Those that have already attended this 

will have this added to their Compass record. This will be added by the HQ Safeguarding team when 
Commissioners have attended this. 

 
 Implemented fixes to Compass reports. 
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 Responded to feedback, and removed all training obligations from the President and Vice President roles. An 
updated role description, making clear that these roles are only honorary is also available.  

 
You can find more and the most up to date information on the changes made online - 
https://scouts.org.uk/volunteers/learning-development-and-awards/updates-to-our-learning-and-training/.  
 

What affected has this had on people’s roles?  
The changes will affect a large proportion of the movement, if not everyone in some way.  
 
If members are up to date with their training, have met their pre September 2020 training requirements then there are 
no requirements for them to do anything additional. They will though, if required of their role, need to renew their 
Safety and Safguarding training within the 12 month transition period (to September 2021) or within three not five 
years.  
 
Members who have already validated modules are not required to complete them again.  
 
We would though encourage members to complete the new online learning modules as this will provide them with the 
most up to date information on these subjects.  
 
As this has such an affect on people’s roles and to ensure the most up to date information is available to you, please 
refer to the Training requirements by role information online - https://scouts.org.uk/volunteers/learning-development-
and-awards/updates-to-our-learning-and-training/training-requirements-by-role/ 
 
 

Why are the new modules now only available online?  
Online training completion is our preferred method of training for the following modules: 

 Essential Information (module 1) 
 Safety 
 Safeguarding 
 Trustee Introduction 

 
Online training, for these modules has the following benefits: 

 Ensures that all volunteers are receiving the same, consistent messages in these subjects 
 Easier and quicker for members to access and complete this training within the required first five months of 

their role start date 
 Reduces the burden on Training Advisers (for which we know we have a national shortage) as the validation 

is built in through completion of an assessment (which requires a 100% pass mark)   
How do I support members who are unable to complete the online 
learning?  
We acknowledge that for some online training may be a challenge, for a number of reasons. As a Training Manager 
and with Training Advisers and line managers in your area, there are a number of options avaliable for to people.  
 
We have shared information online here as to the support that could be avaliable - 
https://www.scouts.org.uk/accessibility-at-the-scouts/using-accessibility-tools-for-independent-learning/  
 
Where access to a device is a barrier: 
Completing the training using someone else’s device from within the Group or District. This could be done in the Scout 
Hall, if there is an internet connection or in a local public space such as a café, many of which now have Wi-Fi 
available. 
 
Some local Appointment Advisory Panel meetings have computers available for new members to complete their 

https://scouts.org.uk/volunteers/learning-development-and-awards/updates-to-our-learning-and-training/
https://scouts.org.uk/volunteers/learning-development-and-awards/updates-to-our-learning-and-training/training-requirements-by-role/
https://scouts.org.uk/volunteers/learning-development-and-awards/updates-to-our-learning-and-training/training-requirements-by-role/
https://www.scouts.org.uk/accessibility-at-the-scouts/using-accessibility-tools-for-independent-learning/
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getting started training at. Get in touch with them and see if they could accommodate time to enable other members 
to come and complete their training requirements too. 
 
Many libraries still offer internet and computer access. You may need to book a slot but they offer this service free of 
charge. More information available, depending on your location below: 
 
England and Wales - https://www.gov.uk/book-internet-access-at-library  
Scotland - https://www.mygov.scot/public-libraries/  
Northern Ireland - https://www.librariesni.org.uk/Services/Pages/Computers.aspx  
 
Where support is required for accessibility reasons:  
We recognise the need for accessibility and so where, for accessibility reasons, members cannot complete this training 
independently, a Training Adviser, Local Training Manager or County Training Manager or equivalent could meet with 
them to go through the online learning with them, providing one-to-one support.  
This would still enable these members to complete the online learning, for the benefits above would ensure they had 
some support.  
 
We are commited to ensuring that as an organisation our digital products are accessible. This doesn’t mean building in 
lots of options within the products (such as eLearning) but does mean ensuring that they can be supported by those 
using accessibility tools. We have put together information on what accessibility tools are available in devices which 
people may have access to. This is in addition to things such as screen readers.  
More information is online here - https://www.scouts.org.uk/accessibility-at-the-scouts/using-accessibility-tools-for-
independent-learning/  
 
In exceptional circumstances we have produced workbooks for each of the modules.  
You will be able to find the workbooks online as PDF resources in the Training Managers area here 
https://members.scouts.org.uk/supportresources/search/?cat=23,865  
 
Members using the workbooks should be supported to complete this, should they have any questions that arise and 
there a number of links to online content throughout for additional information. They will need support to access this 
information for example.  
 
The assessment is built into the workbooks and should be completed by the member independently and the answers 
should be reviewed by you as a Training Manager. Just as online, where they mark answers incorrectly, they should be 
given the opportunity to re-complete these questions. It maybe that they need support with the learning content.  
 
The correct answers to the assessment questions can be found at the back of this guide.  
 
 

  

https://www.gov.uk/book-internet-access-at-library
https://www.mygov.scot/public-libraries/
https://www.librariesni.org.uk/Services/Pages/Computers.aspx
https://www.scouts.org.uk/accessibility-at-the-scouts/using-accessibility-tools-for-independent-learning/
https://www.scouts.org.uk/accessibility-at-the-scouts/using-accessibility-tools-for-independent-learning/
https://members.scouts.org.uk/supportresources/search/?cat=23,865
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Assessment Answers 
Essential Information Learning Assessment 
 
Heritage 
Question 1: Who started the Scout movement?  

A. Lord Somers 

B. Robert Baden-Powell  
C. Robert Louis Stevenson 

Fundamentals 
Question 2: Select the three fundamental statements that are true 

Option Tick if correct 
The Scout Law outlines how to ensure that 
Scouts stays safe 

 

Scouts is a multi-faith movement, open to members of all 
faiths, beliefs and attitudes, including those with no 
affirmed faith, such as atheists and humanists  

 

The Promise supports all members in putting the theory 
of the fundamentals into action 

 

The fundamentals of Scouts apply to our young people 
only 

 

Scouts is for girls as well as boys  
 
Values 
Question 3: What are the Scout values? There are five correct answers. 

Option Tick if correct 
Ambition  
Integrity  
Belonging  
Respect  
Fairness  
Care  
Belief  
Compassion  
Co-operation  
Stability  

 
Safeguarding 
Question 4: What is the Young People First Code of Conduct known as? 

Option Tick if correct 
The Green Card  
The Yellow Card  
The Purple Card  
The Orange Card  
The White Card  
The Grey Card  
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Structure 
Question 5: Match the Scout entity with the correct description: 

 Number  
A: A Beaver Scout Colony, Cub Scout Pack, Scout 
Troop, Explorer Scout Unit or Scout Network 
 

2 1. Scout District 

B: A set of Beaver, Cub and Scout Sections all in one 
geographical location make up a 

5 2. Section 

C: Responsibility for Explorer and Network sections 
and made up of multiple Scout Groups 

1 3. Scout County (England & Northern 
Ireland), Scout Area (Wales), Scout 
Region (Scotland)  

D: Support and management across a much larger 
geographical area are provided by 

3 4. Scouts UK headquarters  

E: Based at Gilwell Park, Scouts’ national home: they 
support all aspects of the movement 

4 5. Scout Group 

 
Roles  
Question 6: Match the role titles to their key responsibilities:  

 Number  
A: Section Leaders 
 

3 1. Manage and support to make 
sure everything runs effectively in 
accordance with the rules.  

B: Managers 
 

1 2. Members who are responsible for 
running a charitable organisation. 

C: Supporters 
 

4 3. Look after the planning and delivery of 
the Programme, along with a team of 
volunteers.  

D: Trustees 
 

2 4. Provide technical and specialist support 
to a variety of areas within Scouts. 

 
Question 7: What is the name given to Scouts’ rules and policies document? 
 

Write your answer here ____POR or Policy, Organisation and Rules ___________________________________________               
 
Equal Opportunities    
Question 8: Select all that shouldn't prevent young people from joining Scouts. 

Option Tick if correct 
class or socio-economic status   
ethnic or national origin, nationality (or statelessness) or 
race  

 

gender (including gender reassignment)  
marital or civil partnership status  
sexual orientation  
disability  
political belief  
pregnancy  
religion, belief or faith (including the absence of religion, 
belief or faith) 

 

sex  
age  
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Reasonable adjustments  
Question 9: Select which three of the following are true. 

Option Tick if correct 
The only time you’ll need to think about reasonable 
adjustments is to remove any barriers within your 
weekly meetings. 

 

It’s important to avoid making any assumptions.  
Young people along with parents and carers should be 
included in identifying these adjustments. 

 

Making reasonable adjustments is a legal duty.  
You should design and then deliver adjustments on your 
own. 
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Assessment 
Safety Learning Assessment 
 
Question 1: Considering what you have read about safety in Scouts, which of these statements is true?  Tick the 
correct answer. 

A: Scouts delivers adventurous activities, and we have to make sure that all activities that we do are risk free. 
B: A sense of adventure lies at the heart of our movement and doing things safely is fundamental to everything we 
do.   
C:  Scouts seeks to provide excitement, danger, adventure and hazard. 
 

Question 2: You’ve read about your responsibilities for keeping Scouts safe.  Using the words in the box, fill in the 
gaps in the sentences: 

 

A: Properly ______assess_____________________the risk of every activity undertaken in Scouts 

B:  Make sure everyone’s provided with clear ____instructions____________________ and information on supervising 
young people and activities, and managing buildings 

C: Maintain _____safe_______________ and healthy conditions.  

D: __________review_______________ risk assessments to make sure they’re still relevant and make changes when you 
need to.   

E:  Never be afraid to change or ________stop________________ an activity if risk increases. 

F:  Know what to do in an emergency and make sure ______everyone____________________ is also aware, including 
young people. 

G:  You have a _____duty__________________ to report incidents. 

 

Question 3:  What’s the main aim of a risk assessment?  Tick the correct answer. 

A: To comply with regulations 

B:  To prevent harm and reduce risk  
C:  To get rid of risk altogether 
 

Question 4: There are five steps to a risk assessment. Put the steps in the correct order from 1 to 5 by writing the 
correct number next to each step. 

5 steps  Number 

How are the risks controlled?  
 

3 

Look for the hazards 
 

1 

Review and revise plans 
 

5 

instructions        assess           review         duty           everyone         safe                stop            
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Record and communicate 
 

4 

Who might be harmed and how? 
 

2 

 

Question 5: Let’s imagine you are taking a group cycling.  What are the hazards?   

Tick the 5 correct answers. 

A: Traffic       

B: Bike faults         
C: Food        

D: Riding as a group   

E: Weather conditions 
F: Chemicals  

G: Uneven path  
 
Question 6: Match the hazards from question 5 with the risks (remember, you are taking a group cycling). 

Drag the hazard on the left to the matching risk on the right. 

Hazard Number   
A: Traffic 2 1. risk of falling from bikes and getting injured 
B: Bike faults 4 2. risk of collision  
C: Riding as a group 5 3. risk of slippery or dangerous conditions  

D: Weather conditions 3 4. risk of mechanical failure at a dangerous moment 
E: Uneven path 1 5. risk of losing members due to riding at different 

speeds 
 

Question 7: On the left are some of the risks of taking a group cycling.  Match them correctly with the most suitable 
way of controlling each risk.  Write the correct number next to the risk 

Risk  Number  Way of controlling risk 
A: Risk of mechanical failure 3 6. Do regular head counts: ride in single file/small 

groups; use volunteers at front and back 
B: Risk of collision 5 7. Monitor weather; don’t go if surfaces are wet or 

slippery 
C: Risk of losing members 1 8. Do bike checks before the trip 

 
D: Risk of slippery or dangerous 
conditions 

2 9. Give instruction, training and supervision and 
control speed of the group 

E: Risk of falling from bikes and 
getting injured 

4 10. use dedicated cycle paths where possible, be 
visible and avoid cycling at dusk or at night 

 

Question 8: Which of the following statements is true?  Tick the correct answer. 

A: Once a risk assessment’s been done for an activity, it’ll always stay the same 
B: A Health & Safety expert has to do all risk assessments 

C: Risk assessments should be reviewed as often as necessary when conditions and circumstances change  
D: Risk assessments are very complex and time-consuming 
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Question 9: Complete the following sentence correctly. Tick the correct answer. 

A dynamic risk assessment… 

A: Is only needed for certain activities 

B: Is the term used for assessing ongoing risks/changes in risks during an activity  
C: Is something you can do before an activity 
D: Never has to be written down 
 

Question 10: Complete the following sentence correctly.  Tick the correct answer. 

The role of the leader in charge is to… 

A: Lead all activities 

B: Make sure something’s safe for everyone involved  
C: Always be in charge 
D: Be the most senior volunteer present 
 

Question 11: The Purple Card details when and how UK headquarters should be informed of an incident. In which of 
these Scouts scenarios is it NOT necessary to inform UK headquarters?  Tick the correct answer. 
 
A: A young person was injured and an ambulance was called  
B: An adult was ill and treated by a paramedic 

C: A young person was taken ill and taken home by their parents  
 

Question 12: These are some of the key safety responsibilities of adults in Scouts.   

Match the 2 parts of the sentence correctly by writing the correct number in the gap. 

 Number  
A: Risk assess every 3 1. safely 

 
B: Do things                1 2. risk assessments 

 
C: Maintain safe          5 3. Scouts activity 

 
D: Review 2 4. change or stop an activity if risk increases 

 
E: Never be afraid to 4 5. conditions 
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Assessment 
Safeguarding Learning Assessment 
 
Question 1: Match the two halves of these sentences accurately about Scouts’ Safeguarding Policy by writing the 
correct number in the gap.  
 

 Number  
A: It is the policy of Scouts to safeguard the welfare 
of all children, young people and adults at risk……. 
 

3 1. …….appropriate at all times, as laid out 
in the code of practice, “Young People 
First” (Yellow Card). 

B: Everyone must be able to recognise, respond to 
and refer…….  
 

4 2. ……to follow the correct procedures for 
protecting young people and adults at 
risk from harm. 

C: Everyone must understand their responsibility……. 
 

2 3. …….by protecting them from neglect 
and from physical, sexual and 
emotional harm. 

D: The Safeguarding Policy is for everyone within 
Scouts and includes all volunteers and staff. Scouts 
understand that safeguarding is…….  

5 4. ……..any reported allegations or 
concerns correctly. 

E: All adults must make sure that their behaviour 
is……. 
 

1 5. ……everyone’s responsibility, and is 
embedded across the movement. 

 
 
Question 2: These sentences are from the Yellow Card Code of Practice.  
Fill in the gaps using the words in the box. 
 

 
A: Do remember that you are a ________role model__________________at ALL times, inside and outside Scouting. Set 
a good example for others to follow.  
 
B: Do treat everyone with dignity and _________respect_________________ in line with the Scouting Values. 
 
C: Do not plan to be ________alone________________________with a young person. 
 
D: Do not overstep the boundaries between yourself and young people by engaging in friendships or  
 
_sexual _____relationships. 
 
E: Do create an environment where young people feel _______safe________________________to voice their concerns. 
 
F: Do not allow activities that encourage __________bullying______________________ behaviour including initiation 

ceremonies, dares or forfeits. 
 
G: Do not drink alcohol when you are directly responsible for young people and  
 
_______never____________________allow young people on Scouting activities to drink alcohol. 
 

never  alone  sexual   bullying  role model safe  respect 
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Question 3: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
Dave has been a part of Scouts for years and is well known for being friendly and helpful. You’ve recently felt 
uncomfortable because he’s been offering lifts in his car on his own to Ibrahim, a seven-year-old Cub. You’ve tried 
speaking to Dave about it and he says it’s fine because Ibrahim’s mum says it’s ok. You should: 

 
A. Ignore it. Dave’s just helping out and he’s a trusted member of Scouts 
B. Report it  
C. Speak to Ibrahim about it and see what he says 
D. Offer a lift in your car to a Cub who lives on your street. It must be normal practice if Dave’s doing it 

 
Question 4: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
Kirsty is an Explorer leader and has received a request from a young person to connect on her personal social media. 
Kirsty should: 
 

A. Accept the request; it’s great that young people are being friendly and want to connect with their leaders 
B. Accept the request and try to connect with other young people in the group in this way 
C. Speak to the young person and their parents and explain why they can’t connect on social media  
D. Ignore the request entirely 

 
Question 5: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
At an overnight camp, seven-year-old Beaver, Federico, talks to you at breakfast. He says that another Beaver in his 
tent, Jayden, put his hand in Federico’s pants last night and asked him to do something he didn’t want to. He’s upset 
and doesn’t want to tell you any more. You should: 
 

A. Wait and see if he says anything else about it, then decide what to do 
B. Talk to Federico’s parents when they come to collect him and see if he will tell them more 
C. Report it to your line manager immediately and make sure both sets of parents are told about what’s been 

said as soon as possible  
D. Speak to Jayden and get his side of the story 

 
Question 6: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
A parent arrives to drive their child home from Beavers. They smell strongly of alcohol and appear to be drunk. The 
parent insists they’re fine and plans to drive home, but you don’t think they’re in a fit state to drive. You call your GSL 
and DC as guided by the Yellow Card, but there’s no answer. You should: 
 

A. Leave it. You tried your best to follow procedures 
B. Call 999 because you believe the child is at risk of harm  
C. Physically stop the parent from leaving with their child 
D. Keep calling your GSL and DC 

 
Question 7: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
You’ve just joined a new section that’s led by Jenny, a very experienced leader. You’ve noticed that Jenny hugs all Cubs 
when they arrive and leave. You should: 
 

A. Tell Jenny to stop, as it’s not appropriate.  Then report it.  
B. Ask the young people if they mind 
C. Encourage it; it’s nice to see Jenny be so welcoming to the young people 
D. Start doing this yourself; it seems like a nice way to greet and say goodbye to the young people 

 
Question 8: Read the scenario and tick the correct answer. 
You hear a group of young people talking about a photo they’ve seen today making the rounds on social media. It’s of 
a topless 13-year-old girl. You should: 
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A. Ask to see it so that you have all the facts 
B. Call the police directly 
C. Do nothing – you don’t think it’s one of the girls in your troop in the picture 
D. Report it immediately  

 
Question 9: What should you do if a young person confides abuse to you? 
Fill in the gaps using the words in the box. 

 
A:  Allow them to _____speak________________________without interruption, and accept what they say 

B: You shouldn’t _____promise________________________to keep it a secret 

C: Be understanding and reassuring – do not give your _____opinion________________________ 

D: Tell them you will try to help but must pass the ______information_______________________ on  

E: Don’t wait to see if it ________happens_____________________again 

F: You should _____report________________________it  

G: Don’t _____investigate________________________ it yourself 

H: You shouldn’t tell the _______parents______________________ immediately  

 
 
Question 10: What can you do to keep young people safe in Scouts? 
Match the two halves of these sentences accurately by writing the correct number in the gap.  
 

 Number  
A: Share the Yellow Card with parents and young 
people and……. 
 

3 1. ……. where young people feel safe, are 
treated with respect and listened to. 

B: It’s important that any……. 
 

2 2. ……practice that could cause harm is 
challenged. 

C: Create an environment ……. 
 

 
1 
 

3. ……. make sure there’s a culture of 
transparency and openness. 

D: Adults must act……. 4 4. …….. in the best interests of young 
people at all times. 

 
 
 
  

promise  happens report      speak investigate  information parents         opinion 
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Assessment 
Trustee Introduction Learning Assessment 
 
 
Trusteeship 
Question 1: Select which statement on who are charity trustees is true 

D. Only the Chair, Treasurer and Secretary are trustees 

E. All members of the Executive Committee for a registered charity  
F. Only Ex-Officio and Elected Members are trustees 
G. No member of the Executive Committee is a trustee 

 
Trustee roles 
Question 2: Match the statement on the left with the correct trustee role on the right. 
 

 Number  
A: With the Secretary, they plan meeting’s agenda 
and ensure decisions are put into action. 
 

3 6. Treasurer 

B: Provides admin support, including meeting, 
insurance, property and equipment documentation 
 

5 7. Elected members 

C: Creates the annual statement of accounts and 
ensures they go through the exam process. 
 

1 8. Chair  

D: People who are on the Executive Committee 
automatically due to a role they hold. 
 

6 9. Co-opted members 

E: These members are added to the Executive at the 
AGM. 
 

2 10. Secretary  

F: Members with a particular skill set, or to do a 
particular task. 
 

4 11. Ex-officio members  

 
Policies  
Question 3: Select the policy that this statement is true for. 
‘Scouts opposes all forms of prejudice and discrimination, including racism, sexism, homophobia, biphobia and 
transphobia. 

A. The Religious Policy 

B. The Equal Opportunities Policy  

C. The Safety Policy 

D. The Vetting Policy 

E. The Safeguarding Policy 

F. Youth Member Anti-Bullying Policy 

G. Development Policy 
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H. Privacy and Data Protection Policy 

 

Question 4: Select the policy that this statement is true for. 
‘As Scouts, we believe that our members benefit most from our activities when we manage these risks to 
wellbeing to be as low as is reasonably practicable.’ 

A. The Religious Policy 

B. The Equal Opportunities Policy 

C. The Safety Policy  

D. The Vetting Policy 

E. The Safeguarding Policy 

F. Youth Member Anti-Bullying Policy 

G. Development Policy 

H. Privacy and Data Protection Policy 

 
Question 5: Select the policy that this statement is true for. 
‘Scouts acknowledges the duty of care to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and young people.’ 

A. The Religious Policy 

B. The Equal Opportunities Policy 

C. The Safety Policy 

D. The Vetting Policy 

E. The Safeguarding Policy  

F. Youth Member Anti-Bullying Policy 

G. Development Policy 

H. Privacy and Data Protection Policy 

 
Question 6: Select the policy that this statement is true for. 
‘Scouts must comply with data protection law which includes the EU General Data Protection Regulation ‘GDPR’. 

A. The Religious Policy 

B. The Equal Opportunities Policy 

C. The Safety Policy 

D. The Vetting Policy 

E. The Safeguarding Policy 

F. Youth Member Anti-Bullying Policy 

G. Development Policy 

H. Privacy and Data Protection Policy  
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Safety  
Question 7: Executive Committees have a responsibility to make sure Scout premises are safe. Select the 7 that would 
fall under this responsibility: 

Option Tick if correct 
asbestos management  
organising the craft cupboard  
electrical testing  
water quality testing  
planting daffodils in the Scout hall flower beds  
gas boilers and cooker maintenance  
general maintenance of equipment and buildings  
use of activity equipment  
washing up after the Scouts have had a cooking evening  
fire safety and evacuation  

 
Insurance  
Question 8: Select all that trustees are responsible for making sure are adequately insured: 

Option Tick if correct 
property and equipment, owned, hired or borrowed, 
including the risk of loss or damage to equipment while 
on the move, at a camp, or on an expedition 

 

minibuses and other motor vehicles, including passenger 
risk, in the British Isles or abroad 

 

marine and boating risks  
aviation and air activity risks  
travel  
employers’ liability for people a Scout Group, District and 
County may employ 

 

 
Finance 
Question 9: Fill in the gaps using the words in the box. 

 
A statement of ______accounts_____________ must be prepared _______annually______________ and  
 
be put under the microscope, independently examined or ______audited________________. Following approval  
 
by the trustees they are presented to the Scout _____Council_________________. 
 
 
Question 10: What has to happen within six months of the end of the financial year? 

A. Quarterly Review Meeting 

B. Annual Review Meeting 

C. Annual General Meeting  

 
 

annually Council   audited  accounts  
 


